304	HUSBAND AND WIFE
A marriage does not fail to qualify as monogamous merely
because neither party is a Christian. All that is necessary ^is
that a union should possess the essential attributes of a Chris-
tian marriage. Therefore a marriage solemnized in Japan
accorcj-ng to tjie |ocaj forms> between an Englishman domiciled
in Ireland and a Japanese woman, was recognized as valid in
England, upon proof that by the law of Japan marriage is the
union of one man and one woman to the exclusion of all others.1
Sufficient if It is sufficient if the marriage, though contracted accord-
*n£ to a non-Christian form, is monogamous in its inception.
Thus one of the rules binding Hindus who belong to the
Arya Samaj or to the Brahma Samaj sect is that their marriages
must be monogamous. Therefore a marriage contracted by a
Hindu in Bombay according to this faith was held to be mono-
gamous for the purposes of English law notwithstanding that
it was open to him at a later date to become an orthodox Hindu
with freedom to take a second wife.2
The inception of the marriage is also the decisive date for
Uty.of a testing whether it is a union for life. The court concentrates its
marriage	o	m
irrelevant attention solely upon the marriage contract and upon the law
orrnaior ^aws ^7 w^ich its nature is determined, but disregards the
character manner in which it may be terminated. In Nachimson v.
Nachimson* the untenable proposition was advanced that
account should be taken of the conditions upon which the
dissolution of the union might later be obtained. It was argued
that if the lex loci celebrationis was prepared to grant a divorce on
easy terms, as, for instance, at the will of either of the parties,
the union could not be recognized as a marriage by English
law. This argument overlooked two facts.
First, the dissolubility of a marriage can have no bearing
upon its original character, for the validity of any contract,
whether matrimonial, mercantile or otherwise, stands apart
from the conditions of its defeasance.4 The question to be
answered is whether the parties have married in a form which
contemplates that in the ordinary course of things they will
1	Erinkley v. A.-G. (1890), L.R. 15 P.D. 76.  Sphack v. Spivack (1930),
46 T.L.R. 243 (Jewish marriage); Isaac Penhas v. Tan Soo Eng, [1953] A.C.
304 (marriage between a Jew and a non-Christian Chinese solemnized'according
to mixed Chinese and Jewish rites).
2	The Sinha Peerage Claim, [1946]  i All E.R. 348.   Polygamy among
Hindus was abolished by the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955. See 6 /. £ff C.I.Q.,
pp. 263 et seqq. (Paras Diwan).
3	[i93o] P- 217- See also Mehta v. Mekta> [1945] 2 All E.R. 690.
4	Warrendtr v. Warrender (1835), 2 CL & R 488, 533.

